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Ihe pr-'T*»nt d i s ' i e r t / J t i o n e n t i t l e d , ' w o l o i o r i ii 
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COi^ iCiyr OF CAfOGORY 
Ii3is ciOApter deals wlta tae PreliAinaries i . e . tne 
basic cofKiepts of category, subcategor/t functors and 
naturai trans format! ens with tiieir examples. •'Moreover, 
some results have been given without proofs becaose taey 
are well known in the l i t«ratare . 
1.1 CAiaGURXaS 
Definition 1,1,1 : A category i s an .algebraic systea 
represented as a pair ^ • { CT, < w, o > } wnere 0^  denotes 
tne class of objects whose setobers are toe objects of tne 
category* M denotes the c lass of aorpnisas whose aieiobers 
are called the Aorphisias of tne category and o denotes 
tne binary operation part ia l ly iefine-i on lA, Known as 
pro<iuct or composition of the morphisms* satisfying the 
following axioms, 
Ci - Xne triple product 7oC3ax) i s defined i f and only 
i f (7o3iOJi i s defined and whenever eitner i s defined tne 
associative law, 7o(4ooi) • C7o3)oji holds. Some times the 
unique tr ip le proioct siiaply written as 7o4o<x. 
C, - Ttie tr ip le product 7o3oi i s defined whenever both 
the prodjcts ^oa and 7o3 are defined. 
An eieaent e&M i s cal led identity aorphisai sjca that 
whenever eoa or soe i s defined, i t i s equal to a i . e . 
v(oe • eoa * a* 
C. • To each morphisa JL 6. H, tnere i s associated a t l eas t 
one identity laorphisiB e^e H such that Jioe^ i s defined 
and a t l eas t one identity aorphisa e^ e. M such that s^od 
i s defined. 
C^ ' For each object A & &• there i s a corresponding identity 
aorphisa in M, denoted by e^ or I^. 
Cft - For eacn identity ioorphisa e <E. H« there i s a unique 
object Ae€r sucn that e « e^. 
Renaric i > l l t The axioms C^^ and Ce show that the c lass of 
objects 0 i s in bijection with the sub^-class J c M consis -
ting of a l l identity morphisas in M. So the pair 
[ G^ , < M, o > } say be represented by the t r i p l e t ( 0^ , M, 9 } 
under certain conditions. 
The above reuiaric shows that the c lass of objects plays 
subsidiary role in the definit ion of category* we can thus 
define a category without objects as follows : 
Qefinltioa i . i . 2 : A category Is a c lass of oiorphisiits H 
togetner with a binary operaticm, part ia l ly ^ l^efined on M 
satisfying toe following axioms 
A-^ - The tr ip le proiuct iyi)x i s defined i f TCi-t) i s 
defined and t h ^ are equal* 
M^  • The tr ip le product 73< i s defined whenever i>x and 
74 are defined. 
M. - For each vi £. M» tnere ex i s t identity atorphiEms 
^1' * 2 ^ ^ such tnat lej, and e^i are defined. 
Proposition 1,1 t I f e^ and 9^ are identi ty aorphisas such 
tnat ej^ ot and 9^* ^^^ defined tnen e-, • e^ II 
ftenark 1,1.2 t With tne help of proposition 1.1 and category 
axiom M., we can define a function 
L t 14 > M 
such tnat for each * E M, i^ aage L(ai) i s an inenti ty 
oiorpnisa in M and L(«x}4 i s definedebrva i f e i s an identity 
fflorphism such that en i s defined,tnen 
e > uCa) 
similarly with tne saoie argument we can define a function 
R I M > M soch that for aach a £ M iaiage R(ii; i s an 
identity morphlBm in M and Ji.R(2) i s defined and i f e' 
i s an identity morphisa in t4 s . t a.e' i s defined tnen 
Proposition 1.2 1 For any x, 3 & «# **.3 i s defined i f and 
only i f R(ji) - U3) | ( 
Reaarte 1«1«3 i Definition 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are equivalent. 
Reaark 1 .1 .4 ; For each pair of objects k,B t ^ , there 
i s a set of aorpoisas given as 
Hoa^(A,a) • (4 M /aii^ and I^a are defined} 
I t i s c lear that for dis jo int pair of objects , the 
corresponding aorphisa sets are also d i s t inc t . Thus the 
c lass of aorphisas M can be written as 
M • U Uoa^U.B) 
(A.fl) e e X a 
Reaarte 1.1.5 t £n the above representation every oiorphism 
set ncMd not be non-empty. 
Notation t In farther discussion we shall denote a catefary 
*>y ^ - ( ©» M } or siaply by ig and a s e t of aorphisas by 
Hoi^(A,a) or simply by Hon (A,B). 
RgBmrk Jl«l>6 } If tne c lass of objects of a category i s a 
s e t , tnen tbe category i s cal ied a small categoxy. 
Remartt 1.1.7 i If every aorphism of a category i s an 
ident i ty uorphism then tiia ca t^ory i s cal led discrete 
category. Svery c lass of identity aorphiem can be consi-
dered as a discrete cacegory. 
Definitlcaa 1.1.3 (Dual Category) : For any category 
G • { &» M }» there i s a category ~Q « { O*, M } known 
as the dual category of ^ such that the following hold; 
( i ) The objects of the category ^ are the same as tne 
objects of the category ^ i . e . 
Q m &* 
Cii> The c lass of norphisios H in ig, i s in bijaction with 
* 
the c lass of aorphisns M in ^ • (For each aozphisa JC e £4 
in ^ , the corresponding taorphisa in M , i s denoted by <:i* ) . 
( i l l ) If / , / ^ ^ then X 3* i s defined in TS • Whenever 
32 i s defined in ^ , and 
a 3 - iXx) 
RaauLTk l . i . 8 » I f * : A > B be a laorphlam in ^ ttten 
a*^  £ ^ be a norpliisai a i B >^  A. 
RenarK l . i » 9 » For each property on morphlsois in S » there 
i s a dual property of nox^hisas in ^ • For instance If P 
i s a property of aorphisms then i?* i s a property on <Borphi83s 
defined as . d i s P"* i f and oniy i f a* i s P for a £i6 . 
This i s known as the pr ic ip le of doal i ty . 
SXAWPi^ gS 
Ci . l ) The category EY^ A vhose c lass of objects i s tne c lass 
of a l l se t s and c lass of laorphisas i s the c lass of a i l 
foneti<mB on sets* 
(1*2) The category ^ whose c lass of objects i s toe c lass of 
a l l topological spaces and c lass of snorphisas i s tne 
c lass of a l l continuous functions. 
(1 .3) The oat^ory ^ whose c lass of e j e c t s i s tne c lass 
of a l l groups and the c lass of iBorphistas i s the c lass 
of eU.1 group hofflomorphisflis, i s cal led the category of 
groups. 
(1 .4) The category Ab whose c lass of objects i s tne class 
of a l l abelian groups and c lass of aorpriisas i s tne 
c lass of a l l groi^ hoaoaorphisms which preserves the 
abellan structures of grouQ). Tnis category Is cal led 
the category of abellan gro^p8• 
(l«^) The category "^D wisose c lass of objects Is the c lass 
of a l l H'-aodiiles and the c lass of oorphlsms Is tne 
c lass of a l l module bomoaorphlsos. 
(1*6) Svery aonold M constitutes a category with tne sat 
M as i t s only object and elements of H as I t s aorphistas 
[ saal l categoxyj. 
ReaarR 1»1»10 : In the saae way the strjctures of groupt ring, 
f ie ld and vector space e tc . can be consldez^ed as categories. 
Reaarit 1»1»11 : For any category ^ , there Is a category 
a o r p h ^ , cal led tne category of aorphlsas of ^ , defined 
as follows» 
(I) The objects of morph ^ are tr ip le t s (A»B,CK) where 
(I I A > B 
be a aorphism In ^ . 
( I I ) A aorphlsa of toa t r i p l e t (A»B,ix) to the t r i p l e t 
(A » B , d') Is a pair of morphisas, 







The identi ty morpnism corrasponding to the 
t r ip l e t (AtB.a) i s denoted by (X^, I^) and tiam comp-
osi t ion defined by componentwise. 
DeJCioitiqi i . X . 4 : A si^-syetem "C » ( &' , H } of trte 
category ^ • { © » « } where © ' 9 © and i^' Q n i s 
cal led a sub-category of tne category ^ i f and only i f 
tne following hold, 
( i ; I f (X» 3 & H and j . 3 i s defined in >4 then Ji3 i s 
defined in H^ and jti £ M. 
Cii) I f A £ &' than I^ E .*l' 
Ci i i ) If a & H' than DomCs) and Ran (a) are in (^ ' 
Remark 1»1»2 t S^<dry sub-category i s a lso a category. 
Remark 1«1.3 t A sub-category )S of the category ^ i s the 
fu l l scd>-category i f and only i f for each pair of objects 
(A»B) in 1^ , we nave 
Hoo^'(A,B) - Homg^CA,3) 
(i ,7> Tile co l lect ion of a l l f i n i t e se ts and functions 
autong tiwB forms a fu l l 8ub<-catttgory of i£ns. 
(l«d) rna co l lect ion of a l l coouautative groups and homo-
ffiorphisios aiaong tnem forme a fu l l sub-category of ^ • 
(1.9) Svrery c a t e g o r y ^ contains a discrete sub-category 
containing a l l the objacts of ^ • 
1 . 2 PJNCTOBS 
Here we shall give the co->variaat functors, contra-
variant functors and functors with several variables with 
exaai>les. 
i3efinitioo 1.2>1 J Let Ig, and ^ be the arbitrary categories* 
a function (ac tua l l / a pair of functions denoted by the same 
eyoUsol) 
F t ^ >^ ^ 
whicn assigns to each object x of 1^ an object F(x) o f ^ 
and to each morphism x of ^ a morphism Fia) of ^ , i s 
cal led a co-variant functor i f and only i f tne follo«ringQ 
hold : 
Fj^  « I f a : X > y be a morphism in ^ , then 
10 
Fin) I FCX} > P(y) be a saorplaiBm Ln^ . 
Fg - For eaca object x £ ^ , ^^^x^ * ^Fix) 
F, - I f aM i s defined in \S • ^^MO ^ « ) fCi^ ) i s defined 
in >^ and 
F{ai) - FC*) F(»J> 
DuaUy, 
The function F i s cal led contravariant functor i f and 
only i f the following hold : 
F, - I f a t X > y be a fflorphisa in , then 
F(a) I Fiy) >F(x) i s a aozphisa in ^ ^ 
F^ - For each object x E^ , FCI^ ^ • ip(x) 
3^ 
Ft - I f >x3 i s defined in ^ , then Fi,^) Fid) i s defined 
in j ^ , and 
F(ai3) - F(3) F(a) 
Definition 1.<>.2 * Let F : ^  > G and 0 : ^  > J ^ 
be arbitrary functors. Since F and G are functions, their 
oooposition 
OF tj^ > ^ 
II 
i s a well defined fooctioa whicH assigns each object 
X £;§ to the object GCP(a)) ot^, and to each oiorphlsa 
ui of ^ a iMrphism 0^ . F\ n)) of ^ • Clearly the functor 
GF s a t i s f i e s the axiom of functor. The functor GF i s 
cal led the coaposition of functors F aiKl G. 
Remaric 1.2.1 i Xhe cooposition functor GF i s covariant i f 
F and G are of the saae variance« otharurise contra variant. 
Reaark 1.2.2 : The condition F^  can also be written as 
F i Dom (<x)] • Ooa [ F(«)] 
and F [ Ran (a) ] • Ran [ F^ot)] 
Thus* a functor F i s a covariant i f and only i f i t 
coaututes witn operations Dcxn and Ran. 
Reaark 1.2.3 t The condition F^  can also be written as 
F i Horn (a) ] • Ran [ F(ai)] 
F L Ran (a) ] • Ooa [ F(a)] 
ThuSf a functor i s contrairariant i f and only i f i t ant i -
coaautes with operations Doa and Ran. 
Definition 1.2.3 t (Functors of several variables) 
Consider n*l categories ^ ^, ^ 2 • ••• ^ n* ^ '^^ ^ 
12 
part i t loo l U J of th« integers 1,2, . . . n. A fjnctor 
of oategor/ ^ j^  x ^ ^ x , . , . x to into -^ • I s co -
th 
variant in i variable for avery i £. I and contravariant 
in y variable for a l l J £ 7 be a function. 
F I X^-^ X " ^ 2 X . . . x ^ ^ > ^ 
which assigns to eaon n-tuple of objects {x^, X2 •*. x^ > 
with 3ij(£lSjt • 1 •$ k -$ n, an object F(Xj^ » Xg.. . x^ > 
ol ^ , and to each n-tuple of aorphisoi (a. > a^ . . . i . ) 
with ( ) t | ^ S l S | ^ » 1 4 i c 4 n , a uorphisoi Fin^, x^ . . . <x^ ) of 
^ satisfying the following eonditio(^s 
( i j I f a^ t x^- > y^ V i £ I and at. t x. > y^ 
V J £ J then 
F\ai^,at2 ••• *n^* PCXj^,...3^) > f{y^, /g ••• /„) 
in ^ 
(ii> FClj^ . . . Ijj^) - Ip^j^^ xg . . . Ji^ j) 
Cli i ) I f T^  • Qi^i^ and T. m 3^«- for a i l i 6: I and J £ J 
then we have 
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In this case F i s a functor of n-variabies. If 
n » 2» than F i s cal led bifunctor» and i f n « 3 
than F i s callad a tr i f jnctor. 
Reaaani 1.2>4 t Let ML be any integer between I and n ind 
i a t X, £ g . for i ^ \x., tnan there i s a functor of s ingle 
variable 
which assigns each object x ^ ^. the value 
F(x,, 3^_jf X , ••• \^.l^ ••• X J i n ^ arid the iaorpnista jc 
in )^jj , the value Fix^ . . . » \^» *» \*l* • • ' ^^ ^'^^ 
where x. denotes the identity oMrphisa I for i j^  k. 
i * i 
t*roji?osition 1,2,1 i A functioa F : S-1 x l^p —*^ ®^ ^ 
functor i f f , 
(i> For each object AG '^^, the fanecion 
F^A, -> ( S'2 ^—> "^ i s a fiHJCtor. 
( i i j For each object fl €L (i^, the fiuKstion 
F(-, B) I S j^ >'^ i« a functor. 
Ik 
( i i i ) For any a. i A > A' In G ^ and 3 t^ > B' in 
igj 2 tne diagram 
F(A,fl) 
^ V >^ 
K A . 3 ^ 
cooauteS' 
F(i . Ig) 
•> P(A, a> 
P ( I . ' . P) f^  
4 . . 
-> ?(A ,B ) 
Dafinition 1 ,2 .4 (Identity functor; t The co-variant fane tor, 
IQ> i ^ • > ^ Buch that I ^ (A) - A. for a i l A £ "G and 
I ^ ( a ) m a for a l l oorphiams a, e'Q , ia cal led tha identity 
functor on"^ , 
Dafinttion 1.2*5 (Fox>jetful functor) t A functor F I'Q- > ^ 
ia callad forgetful functor i f FCA> forgeta the s trjctore 
aaeooiatad with A for a l l A ^  "g . 
Qafinition 1.2.6 (Inclu8i<xi functor; : i-et tj? be a suh-
catagoxy of ^ than a covariant functor <^ : €P > ^ 
aueh that J (A) - A, for a l l A <£^^ and S {A) - x, for 
a l l n Z'Q}' , i s cal led the inclusion function. 
gxaaplaa of functors 
1.2.1 I I f 'G and ^ are groups Ccmaonoida; categories 
15 
with one object, thai fcnetors F i "8 > ^ are the saae 
as homoaorpAlaa. It XIP and / ^ are rings, then addit i /e 
functors are Just (unitary) rin^i hoaoaorpMsiBs. 
X.a»^ 8 The rule''groi4p > group (abelian) » 
hoaoaorphlsm > Indoced hoaoaorphlsm*'detennlnas a func-
tors Jtz*oa the category of groups ^or, respectively into 
the 8ii>oategory of abelian groups). 
1 ,2.3 » The contravariant functor D : "G >'G> such 
tnat iXA) -A* for a l l A <? "G and DC«) » a* for a l l 
morphisa in 1 ^ , i s cal led the duality functor. 
1.2>4 ; A functor F »Q- >^  Sr\s which assigns to each 
grOwV> G in "Cp to the underlying B^t G in Ens and each group 
hoiaoaorphisia a ; G > G* in 3ns i s a forgetful f'uoctor. 
1«2«5 : Let FCS) be a free group generated by the s<^ t s . 
Since each f t s > B' can be extended to a unique group 
homomorphism, F(f) : F(s) > F ( sO, yields a functor 
F t tias > ^ . 
1.2.6 : Consider the category ~ ^ ^ of oiodules o/er R, where 
R i s a coiOfflutative ring with unity. A function 
which assigns each pair (A,B) of soodules in ' ^ n x ^ u to 
16 
their tanfior product A ®B in and eacn pair of 
morphisas Cf»g> wharo f » A—> A' and g : 3 > B ' to their 
tensor prodact f ® g : A ® B — > A ® 3' in ^ o leterraines a 
fonctor wnich i s covariant in both the /ariables . 
Jef init ion 1.3>1 t usx F,G » ^ —>S t>e two covariant 
runctors. A natural transfonaation 1. : F -> a of trie 
functor F into the functor G» oe a function irom thd cxass 
of objects of "^ into tne c lass of Jtorpnisas o f ^ such 
that tne following conditions are satisfied^ 
HI^ -
^h -
For every object X G ^ 
'>](x) - y)^ : F(x> > G(x; i n ^ 
For every Jiozphisa * i x—*• y in ^ , tne diafcram 





,.ti&[i i' and G oecoffle contravariant functors, axiom 
HSy i s replaced by 






^ l A ) 
F(y) 
\ y 
^ G ( / ) 
If for each X&G) » 1. x * ^^^' ^ ^^*^ ^* *" 
iso^torpislsa in >^ » tlian \ i s cai isd natiirai equivalence 
of tne forxstors F and G and deaoted by 
1_ » F ^ C 
Rittarit i^3«l : If \ i F > G iae a natural equivalence, 
tiaaa tnere i s a natural equivalence ^" x G > F 
defined by 
Definition 1.3.2 : (Natural transforaation of several 
variable f-unctors; 
Let F,G J ' G i xlS,2 * ••• * ^ n ^ ^ *** *^° functors of 
n-variables and I U J i s a portion of the se t {1, 2, . . . » n} 
and Si^pose tnat both functors are covmriant in the 1 
variable for every i & I and contravariant in J variable 
for every J "E J. A natural transfonaation 1 s F > 0 be 
13 
a foration wnlob tai&cs meh Il->t^pl9 of objectfi to a morphlsa 
in ^ , satisfying tJM following axioas* 
SNT^  t For aacb n-t^pla x « (sc., ju •••» x )^ tiiere i s a 
aorpliism 
Tx» (^*> o(x> m ^ 
SNT 2 t For aaen n-t^pl9 f • (f^» f^  ••• f^ )^ of uorphisas 










-ro(x ' ) 
gxaaplaa of natural transforaatlona 
1.3>1 I Conaidar tna functor 
which carriaa aach gro^P Q ^ ^ , to ita innar^autonorphiain 
groiAp J CO) in "^ , and aach morphisai ct i 0- > c' to 
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Since* for each GEQ t G » S {Q), Therefore we can 
define a natural trans fonaation 1 ; I > c^  from iden-
t i t y functor I » ^ > ^ to >^  , by taJan^ 
v| Q : C -^ S (C), for a i l G e e . . 
1 .3 .2 t Let G^  be tne category of a l l f i n i t e abelian groapB 
and X : '^fi^\—> ^ f ( a v ^^ **** identity functor. Let 
JCG) be a character group of g r o ^ G, th^i tne double ctiara-
cter group 0(£KG)) may be regarded as functor 
DoD I '^^^- > ^ r a * ^^ '^ ^^  ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ f ( a ) 
G ^ iXO(G)). Therefore, naturally identity functor I i s 
equivalent to the functor OoD. 
i . 3 . 3 t 4<et f ( X > % , be a laorphisa in category ^ . 
Associate to this taorphlsn, a natural trans fonaation froas 
the functor h^ into the functor h ^ i n the following >way : 
Let y be an arbitrary object in "^ , we denote by 
h^(y). The aorphisia from the se t HCMI (y ,x) into the sec 
Hoa (y»xO which sends g e Hoa Cy»x) onto fg e Hooi (y .x ) 
Since for any iiiorphism CL % y ^ y'^  the diagram 
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\{y) j — > h^'(y) 
Cooautes* 
Therefore, h^ i s a natural tz^nsforaation. 
(litcheli i'^9], rtaciane t ^ ^ j , Fr^d H J» aucur [5 J. 
docbsbaun ILX j . 
SIRtJCTURSS IN CATBSQRy 
INTRODUCTION 
Xbe object of this chapter i s to give the ideas of 
special iBorphisa i . e . iBonomorpiiiBa» epiaorphism, retraction, 
co-retraction and isoiaorphisms. Special objects (terioinalr 
i n i t i a l and zero) have been given with their exasaples and 
sooie resu l t s , i^ 'roduct and suta* of objects and morphisiB are 
de l t with their iaportant exaaoples. Intersection, union, 
equaiizer, kernel, pollback, pushout have been discussed 
with soiae well icnown resul ts . La the l a s t we have in tro-
duced the idea of images and inverse images. 
2.1 SPiaClAi. HORPHISrtS 
Definition 2.1.1 ; A aorpnisa x i A > fl in a category 
i s cal led aonoffiorphisia i f f af • og •> f • g for a l l such 
pairs of iaorphisiBS with c^aiaon range A. 
Dually, 
Definition 2 .1 .1 t A aorphisa * t A > a in a category^^ 
i s cal led epiaorphisa i f f fii • gdi >> f • g, for a i l such 
pairs of aorphisas, f ,g with ccMoaon dcMiain B. 
Heaaric 2 .1 .1 t I f a i s a aonoaorphisa (epicaorphisa; in a 
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catagor/f than i t wi l l also be a laonojiorphisia (epli&orpnlsoi) 
in i t s subcategory. Convarse need not be true i^ l^ xample 2 . i«10] . 
proposition 2 . i . i : If ^4 i s a aonoaorphisa in 'C * **»» ^ ^ 
a luonomoivhisa, convdrsaiy, i f 0,4 are taonomorphisi&s i n € than 
34 i s also a zaonoiBorphism in -f^ 
DuaUy, 
Px*ooosition 2»1«1 : I f <x4 i s an epimorphisjB in ^ , tnan Ji 
i s epiaorpbisia, convar^ei/ i f a, i are epiffiorphism then 
44 i s also an epiiaorphism. 
Definition 2»i .2 x A raorphism which i s aonoaorphisa as well 
as epiaorphisa i s caiXcKi biaorphisa. 
Definition 2»i«3 : A aorphisa a : A^  > a in a category t^ 
i s called retraction i f ana only i f there exis ts a aorphisa 
of I B ^ A in i^ sjch that 
dt Jt . I 3 
Dually. 
Definition 2>1»3 1 A iuorpnisa « : A- •> B in a category 
i s cal led co-retraction i f and only i f there exis ts a 
Borpnisa a « B—> A in ^ such that ^oC - L 
Reaark 2.1 .2 J iSvery co>retraction i s a aonoaorphisa and 
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every retraction i s an epliaorpliiBa. Converse need not be 
true in general. 
DeXinition i,lmk : A iaorpnism x t A > a in a category 
C^ LB cal ied isoisorpnisa i f f cnere exis ts a morpnlsai 
A ; B > A* *» ; B- > A in 7^  %\x:h tnat 
^<x • Ij. and xV • !„• 
Rwaaric ^^1>^ : rwo objects in a category are calied isouior-
pnic objects i f there i s an isoutoipnisa between them. 
Raatarlc 2ti^4 t An isomorphisa i s aionoiaorpnlsm and epl . rjnlsca 
both but converse need not be true. 
Proposition 2.1»_2 t A aorphism in a category i s i saaorv^sa 
i f and only i f i t i s both retraction and co<-retraction. 
Definition 2»1>5 t An object ke -^ i s called a suoobject 
of the object 3 6 ^^ i f and only i f , there ex is ts a atono-* 
aorphisiB a t A > B in C 
Dually, 
Defixiition 2.1.5 i An object C fe ^ i s cal ied a quotient 
object of tne object B6 ^ , i f and only i f , there exis ts an 
epiaorphisffl 3 » S -—> C in ^ . 
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2 . i « l In ta« category ol a i l seta projections are retract ia is 
and iojections are co~retractions, 
2,1,2 In the c a t e g o r y ^ of a i l groiAps epifflorphisms are 
ratractions and aonomorphisms are co->retraction8. 
2 . i«3 t£very bisect ion function in Sns i s an isomorpnisa. 
2.1*4 In tiia groi4P category every laorphisa i s an isofflorpMsm. 
2*i«!> Tile hoaoaorphisffls of tl-ie topological spaces are isoaor-
phism in 
2*1*6 GrovAp iscN&orpnism are the ieoiaorphisiB of tne category-^ _ 
2.1.7 Injection (swirjection) function i s a aonooiorphisa 
(apiaorphisa) in Sns. 
2.1«d The aonoaorpoisa t^epiaorphisa) of gro^ APs are the 
aonoaorphisB (epiraorphisms) of the category ^ ^ 
a. 1.9 Consider the category ^ » ( Q* M } of the sete and 
functions constrijcted as follows, 
( i ) & - ( B^» s^ } wnere s^ - { Xj^ , X2, x^ J and e^ » { y^ .^y }^ 
waere aorphisas are defined as follows' 
2> 
x^ I 8,——> Sj^  defined by Hj^ (x.) -Xj^U i -1,2,3 
and vX^  i 8^ > 8^ defined by Xy {^) - J-y i^y) • /^ 
and *2 (x^) • y2 
In tnis category n^ and 'X2'*l ^^"^ ^^^ fflonoatorpnisn of 
tne category but none i s one to one. 
2 « i . l 0 Consider the sobcat^ory ^ » { ^ , ^ } where 
0^  • ( s i , »->} and ii » (i^ , I- , Ji } of tne category 
given in example 2.1.9* 
/ ^ 
The aorphisn Xy in ^ i s oionoaorphlsa in ~t, but not 
in ^ . 
2.1.11 Consider the toplogical spaces (R, \^) and (R, t.) 
of real numbers in the topol(^y J of ail topological 
spaces, s^h that the Xop "K^ ^  ^^9 ^\» then the 
identity function 
i « (R, \)- >^ CR, "tg) 
i s a Borphisffi in J which i s aonoiaorphism and 
epifflorphisa both, but aot an isoaorphisa, because of 
the fact tnat i i s not a continuous function. 
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4.2 sPBCiiu oBJacrs 
DefiaiUoa 2 .2 .1 t An object I in a category ^J i s caiiad a 
terainai object i f for every object A £ (^ ^ , the set of 
taorphisois Hom^CAtX) i s a s ingle ton^set. 
Diially. 
Definition 2.2»1 t An object I in a category ^ Is caiiad 
an i n i t i a l object i f for each object AG (f, , the set of 
oorphisas iiaia^(I,A) i s a single^ton se t . 
Remark 2.2 .1 i Any two tenainal ( i n i t i a l j objects in a 
category are isomorphic, i . e . terminal and i n i t i a l objects 
in a category are unique up to isoaiorphism. 
Remark 2.2 .2 : I f a category ^ has tarsainal (Ir i i t ia l ) 
object then the corresponding dual category -^^ has i n i t i a l 
(terminal) object. 
Definition 2 .2 .2 : An object z (generally denoted by c ) i s 
cal led a zero object of category ^ i f i t i s tenainal as well 
as i n i t i a l both. 
Remark 2.2 .3 i Any two zero objects in a category are isomor-
phic » i . e . zero object in a category i s <.siique upto 
isomorphism. 
Remark 2 .2 .4 : Zero object i s s e l f dual property, i . e . i f a 
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cat^ory ^ bas zero object taen tne corresponding dual 
category -^ a lso has a zero object. 
Renaric 2.2>3 i A category may have both i n i t i a l as well as 
tenainal objects but may not have a z^ro object [Ssqp. 2 .2 .1] 
2 .2 .1 Svery singleton sat in £ns (category of se t s ) i s a 
tenainal object and empty se t i s the only i n i t i a l 
object. Tt^re i s no zero object i n tnis category. 
2 .2 .2 In the coaiaa category ( ^ j A), the object (A, I^) 
i s tne terminal object. 
2 .2 .3 In the coaiaa category ( (5 J^  A>» the object (I^, A; 
i s an i n i t i a l object. 
2*2.»k ixi the category of fieldk and tne f ie ld hoaoaiorphisms 
the object Z^ i s tne zero-object of the category. 
Reaartt 2 .2 .6 : A caorpnlss A ^ d in 7^ i s cal led a zero 
Aorphism froa A to B i f and only i f i t factors through a zero 
<^Ject, i . e . norphisffl A ^  > B i s zero morphisai i f A—> 6 « 
A— >^ o—> B where o denotes tne zero object. 
2.3 PftODUCrS AND SJHS 
i)efinition 2 .3 .1 1 i*et {Ai}j^(^^ be a fatsiily of objects in a 
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catagor/ ^ . An ooject P In ^ toiether with a faadl/ 
of morphisms (pi : P > ^ii^^i i» caJLied tne proljct of 
tne family ( M h . r i^ ^^^ following noids, 
P ; i''or any object x G ^ and faai ly of aorpriisms 
( f t : X—•> A i L ^ j , tnere ex i s t s a mique morpnisai 
7) t X > P such that the diagraA 
Commutes 
Notation JJ"^  ^ A^  i s inteipreted as tne product of the 
family of objects i^i^ii^i 
Dually, 
Definition 2.3>1 ; Let {A^}^^ ^ be the family of objects in 
a category ^ • An object s in ^ together with a family 
of fflorphisms {\x. t A^- > s } i s cal led tne sun (co-product> 
of the family iA^}^^^* i f the following holds, 
P t For any object yfi ^ and a family of morphisms 
ifii s A^ ^ > ^ ^ i e i * *^*®'*® exis ts a aoique morphism 
J I s > y Svich that the diagram 
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Comiaates 
for a i l i (^£. 
Notation : £ A. i s intarpratad as the sum of ttia family 
of objects i\}j^^ J-
R«aartt 2.3»i t If a cata^ory has product for avery family 
of >obJacts, tiaan i t i s cal led TT-catagory. 
X-
Jually* 
Remark 2»3>1 x If a category nae sun for eyrery family of 
objects tiian i t i s cal led £-categox*y. 
Remark 2.3 .2 t A category has f in i t e product (sum) i f i t has 
products (sums) for every f in i t e family of objects. 
Remark 2 .3 .3 » The product of the eiipty family of objects 
i s a terminal object of tne family. 
Remark 2,5,^ t The product of the family of tarainai objects 
i s a^ain a terminal <^Jact. 
ProoQBiUon 2.3 .1 t i f t> and P are the products of the 
family of objects (Aj^l^^^ An a category, than there exis ts 
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an isomorphisffl between P and P. 
> - - - , / 
Dually, 
Propoaition 2«3>i t I f s and s^ are the Boms of taa faiaily 
of objects i A i l i ^ r Ii* a category, than tnere exis ts an 
Isoaorphisoi between 5 and S 
Proposition 2,5,2 t I f ^£ : A^  > A i s kernel of 
Vj^  » A >^ A^  for each i(;rl , tben u 1 A—> A i s the 
iotarsection of the Siibobjects { Uj^ i A^ .^ >^ A / l t l } i f aad 
only i f i t i s the kernel of the unique aorphism 
Proposition 2,5,5 i Svery terminal object in the product 
category P { A | / i ^ I } represante a product of the faiaily of 
objects (A^ / l e x } . 
Definition 2,5,2 (Product of the aorphisms) : uat 
[ f^  « A^^ > Q^ ^i ^i *** * faoaily of siiorphism i n a category 
, A unique aorphisa f 1 TT A| > TT fi< ^s called tne 
i I ^ i e l ^ 
product of f i ' s i f for every 16 1 the diagra^i. 









I>iflnition 2»5,2 (Sua of tHa aorpiiisas) i Let 
(&1 « Ai > ^lii^ r be a faiaiiy of aorphlBm In category 
-> E at In o i« 
i I 
cal led 8UB (co-product) of g i ' s i f for every i d I trie 















K^  2*3«i Xa tna category Sos, and^V products of objects are 
considered as their cartesian prod act. 
2,3»2 In tne category^u,-^, the free product of groups consi-
dered as the sua of the objects of the category. 
2.3* 3 Construct the category ^ • ( 0^ ^ } of sets and 
fonctions wnare the c lass of objects Crand the c lass 
of ffiorphisa H are as follows. 
vi) The c lass of objects & » {k, B, P, X} where 
A • (sL^, &2» ®3^» ^ • (**i» **2^ 
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P » lk»j^ . P t^ t'^ i and X - {x^, X2, x }^ 
( i l> Xne c lass of uioxpiilsms i4 * (I^, Ig, Ip» Ij^,4j^3,f,g} 
wnere morp^sots are as follows 
a : P >^ A defined by Jt(pi) • at , i • 1,2,3 
3 » P^  > d defined by i3(pj^ ) • b^ ,^ i^^ pg) - ii?^) - b2 
f » x-^—> A defined by f(xj^) « f(x2> • a^, f(x^) « a^ 
g t X > B defined by gCxj^ j « gCx^) • b^, gCx^) « b^ 
I X ? defined by yA\) "^(^^g^ * ^1* \^^i^ * ''i 
From the above definit ions of the morpnisae i t Is clear 
tnac tne following relations hold in H, 
ail « f and 3>i - g 
fherefore oar constraction forms a category. In th i s category* 
object t* togetner with tne morprdsae * and |j i s the procioct of 
objects A and B. Tnis category can be repres^^^it^ by a co^aau-
tat ive diagram as follows 
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2 ,4 IHTSRSdCTlON 
AND 
DeflniUon 2 . 4 . i : i.et { u^ j Ai > A}^^j b« a faaily of 
subobjects of an objaot A in ^ , an objact A togetner 
with a aorpnisa u : A > A i s cal led the intersection of 
tne given faai ly of subobjects i f the following conditions 
hold t 
I, - a s A > A factors tnroogh each u i , i ^ I i . e . 
a « ui VI for some vi i A > Ai in 7^ 
i e i 
Ip - For any x ^ ^ and aorphisa f i x > A which factors 
/ 
through ui , thdre ex i s t a unique oorphisa ^ t x > A 
in )f such that 
U T * f 
Notation I 0 A. • A^  
The moxyhisa a t A''-—> A i s called the intersection aorphisa 
of the faai ly of subobjects ( ut : Ai ^ ^^i^x 
Proposition 2 .4 ,1 t Intersection aorphlsa i s a aonoaorphiaa. 
Proof 1 Let a : A^—> A be an intersection aorpnisa of tne 
faai ly of subobjects (ui : Ai > ^^i &-1 * ^®* ^ '^ ' * ^ ^ / 
5^ 
be two aiorpkiism in such tnat 
ul' « og 
Tue Jiiqutt taorphisffl uf « ug « h t ^c—> A factors 
tiirough each ui. Than by definit ion of intersection 
h I \C -> A most also factors tlirojgA a M> f • g. 
«> u t A- -> A i s a laonoaorphisat. 
Definition 2 .4 .2 (Jnion) : Let [ui t Ai- > A / i &L } be a 
fdioiiy of sobobjects of A in c a t e g o r y ^ , a subobjact A' 
together wita a morp^dsai a : A' > A i s called the onion 
of the given fasaily of sub^^Jects of A i f the follo«fli% hold 
U^ for each i(£ I* ui < a i . e . for each l e i , there exis ts 
a morphism vi » A^  > A sjch that 
a\ri » Ul 
i . e . tne diagram 
Coofflutes 
y ^ Xf f » ^ > A be any other subobjact of A sijch that 
each Ul factors through f, 1 & 1 then tnare ex i s t s a 
uinique aorphlsa \ : A^  > x sjcn tnat tne diagram 
3P 
Coamates 
Proi>osltion 2m^,Z i Bvrery i n i t i a l object in a category 
"|j[[ui I A i—-> A>i ^X i s an anion o£ the family of BJO-
objects (ui I At > A) i e i || 
a .^. l In tne c a t e g o r y ^ ^ intersection o£ subgroi^s consi-
dered as t:ne intersection of subobjacts of tne catagory. 
2 .4 .2 In the category S,Yxfi union of subobjdcts ccrtsidered as 
tne ordinary union of subs^?t8. 
2 .4 .3 Consider the category ^-r and l e t G, and 0^ be two 
Siiigroups of a group G then subgrojp G generated by 
the se t Q^J Qy i s cai ied tne union of the subgroups 
Q^ and G2. 
2.5 aCJAi^ IZgRS AND Ka^ HNau^  
Definition 2.3.1 (fiquaiizer) t Let a^, ,x^ : A ^ d be t*tfo 
(Borphisas in a category (^ • fhe object K to^stner ;«ith 
tne morphisffl u t li > A i s called equalizer of the pair 
of aiorpnisios ^j^, iXy i f the following two coniit ione hold : 
•X, a > a^u 
S, For every aorphisa tlx- > A such that 
Jtj^ f « a^f 
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There ex is ts a unique isoxyhism 1^  : x 
U7 
hold in the following diagram 




Definition 2*5*1 t Let jt,, ji^  * ^ "^—^ ^  '^ ^ ^ ^o morphism in 
a category l^ . An object F together with a morphlsm v t B —^ >F 
is a coequalizer for the pair of morphisos ix^, a^ if the 
following hold : 
CF, vjt^ • va.^ t A > F 
CF2 For any aorphisa g x d—> y each that 
gtX, * gXy t A > y tnere exis ts a onique aorphisia 
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% I F — > y Bjch that ^ v - g. 
Pro^aosition 2»3»i : Any two eqaallzers of a pair of inorphLsias 
4 , , ji- s A—> B in a category are iscxnorphic |[ 
Dually* 
Proposition 2 .5 .1 t Any two co-«qualiz<irs of a pair of iaoz>-
phisas Ji^, ^2 I A > a in a category are isoiaorphic j] 
Reaark 2.^.1 i Bqoalizer taorptilsm i s a aonoaorpnisoi and doal l / 
co-eqoalizer aorpnisa i s an epiaorpbisn. 
Raiaark 2.3.2 i Co-equalizar of a pair «, sx : B- ^ C i s an 
identity oorpniaa. 
Definition Z*7*2 t i-et G be a category with zero object and 
X I A > B be a aorpnisa in l ;^ . men the equalizer of aor-
pnisas X, 0 I A > B i s cal led tne Kernel of toe morpniaa 
CK I A > B Ln iS and i t i s denoted by Ker ( a ) . 
Dually, 
Definition 2*3•£ t Let \ P be a category with z^ro object and 
jc t A > B be a aorpnism in^> then co-equalizer of the 
aorpnism x, 0 : A' > B i s cal led tne co-Kernel of tne mcr-
phisa X I A > B i n ^ and denoted by Coic ( a ) . 
Reaartc 2 .3 .3 8 I f « i A > B i s a zero ^norpnisa then, 
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K«r (tx; • I^ and Cok (a) • Ig 
Renaxn 2 .3 .4 t I f a 1B moaomorpoLsfli than Ker (a) « o 
Oually* 
Raaark 2 .5 . A : I f a i A^—> B i s an epioiorphiftm then 
Coi& (a) • o. 
Proposition 2.5.1 » If coBposition a3 i s defined in ^ , 
then the following hold : 
Ca; I f {5 i s mono then Ker (it3) • Ker («z) 
(b) I f a i s epiaorphism then Cok i^sxli) « Cok ( i ) . 
Proposition 2.:>.2 t I f u i s an equalizer for ^ and 3, then 
u i s a aonooorphisn. Any two equalizers for a and J are 
isoiaorphic sobobjects of A. 
2.6 PUU3ACK AHD PJSxiPJr 
Definition 2 .6 .1 : i.et <x i k^ > A and ig « ^2 ^ ^ ^* 
two aorphisas in a category \ ^ with coisffion range A. An 
object P in \^ together with aorphisas 3^ i P > A, and 
32 * ^ ^ ^2 i s called pull back of the aorphorphisas 










There ex i s t s a unique aozvhlsai 1i : x—> ? i n - ^ each that 
l^"^ * ' l ®"^  ^2 ^ * *2 
hold In the following diagram 
Dually, 
^ 
Definition 2 ,6 ,1 , Let r^ : ^. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^2 ^ 3 _ _ ^ ^^ 
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be two aoxpMsa in a categozy -{^ with cotaion do:aair< a. 
An object u in - ^ together with t^ x k^- > u, \^ : A^—> 0 
i s cai ied puanout of the morpnisais ^.» v^ ^ ' ^ ^ foiiowing 
hold I 








There exists a unique aorphisa T : Q -—> / a.t 
^ 1 • « ! ^^ ]'^ 2 -«2 




Prooosition 2.6.JL i Relative to tna puilback diagram, 
I f o(, i s aionoaorphisa, then so i s ^^ If 
Proposition 2«6»2 t It aach square in the diagram 
•> Q > a 
4/ vU -t 
i s a paii baCK and B > a i s a monossorphisia, tnen the 
oater rectangie i s a pulibacli. 
Proposition 2 .6 ,3 : I f k^ > A and lU > A are aono-




i s a poLi-bactc diagram i f f P > Ag > A • P > A^ > A 
i s the intersection of A^^ and A^- Hence i f O ^ 8 puilbacks 
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than ^ h a s f i n i t e intersections. 
Definitioo 2«6.2 ( l e f t oona) i Let O be a categoiy and I 
oe an index s e t . «ie shall ca l l a non-aapty family of fflor-
phisias [(t^ I A > B^}j. in the category ( ^ t a l e f t cone 
over I with vertex A and base objects 3i and denote i t by 
LA, ci^ » ^X^V 
Doall/ , 
Definition 2.6 .2 t Let be a category ai¥i I be an index 
s e t . «/ka shall c a l l a non-ejipty faai ly of aorphieios 
{>ij : a_j > A) J in the category ^ . A right cone over I 
witn vertex and the base objects Bz, and wi l l denote i t by 
Ottfinition 2 .6 .5 i A l e f t cone [P. x^» A^j^in a catagory^s 
cal led generalized pollbaok (GPB) of tne right cone [A ,3J^,AL 
i f and only i f tne following hold t 
B^a^ The iBorphism 3|<»4 « ** > A^—-^ A are the saae 
i £ I . 
6PB- For any other l e f t cone [x, t^, ^i^i^^ ^ » ®'-'°^  ^^^ 
toe iBorphisffl f.jX. » x- > A| > A are tne saae for 
a l l i t l , there exists a morphissa \ : x > P sjch 
that 
x^\ - fj^  « x^  > Aj^ , V i-t I . 
^5 
syabol lcai l / f wa wliX danota i t as 
GPB LA ,^ i^. A] • [P, 4^, A ]^ 
JaaU.y» 
l^efinltion 2,6,3 i A rtgiit coaa i.B^, T^, Q ] J l a a category 
g , « i i l be caiiad a generalized posoout (GPO) of tae l e f t 
cona [At a,> B . ]* If and only i f the following hold : 
Gi*0, 7,a- I A > fl|^ -> Ci are the same for a l l i€i I . 
GPO^  ?or any other ri^^ht cone [B . , g . , Q], in (2) ^^'^ ^*^^ 
the iftorphisai g.*. t A -> B,——> y are the saaae ^ i&I 
There ex is ts a >aorp!iiSia £, t Q > y such that 
^ 7 ^ - g^ I B^ > y , -V ie I. 
syoholically we write 
GPO [A, a^, 3^] - [B^, 7^. Qjj 
2,7 mAQ£S AND INViSRSS IMAGSS 
Uafioition 2,7.1 ^lioage) i u&X. n t A -> B be a fflorpnisa 
in category y^  » an object £ togetner with iaorphisa u i I—> B 
i s cal led the iaage of JI i f i 
( i ; 4 • aa' for some a': A—> I in ca t^ory (^ . 
iiL) I f u : I — > 3 be another morphisBi in category ^ such 
kl4 
coat dt • xx'ti' for sotae iBorphlsa ^''z A > I' , than 
tnere ex is ts a unique oiorpnlsia rii L—> I' sucn that 
\x^-n • u . 
laiage category ^^ (A—> B) » We can construct a category 
of morphlsa J-^ ( A ^ ^ 3) and c a l l i t as an image category 
of the uiorphisa a, i A—> B. The c lass of objects and tne 
c lass of soorphisias of the category are as fo l iovs : 
CD Xne c lass of objects of tne category 
- { f„ , B / f » *—> B, through which '^ factors. 
(11) I f f^» B and f^ , B are the two objects of the category* 
a fflorphiso m t ^x* ^ ^ ^x ^ ^ ^^ '^^ ^ category 
> B) be a isorpnlsia m t x -> x' in category Jn (A-
(^ such that the diagram 
Coflunutes. 
Reaarit 2.7#1 t t£very i n i t i a l object in the above category 
represents the iaiaga of a. 
a0aark 2^7«2 : lioage of taorpnisa Ji i s the smallest subobject 
of ^ tnrough which a factors. 
k7 
Jef init ion 2»7»2 (Co-iaage) t Let A t A-—> B be a taorphisio 
in ca tegory '^ , an object I togetner wltn an eplmorpnism 
V t A ^ I i s cai ied co->liaage of x I f tne fallowing hold : 
( i j a • a V for some a t l-—> a in ^ . 
( i i ) If V I A—> I be any otiser aorphisa in catagory 
such tbat a » JL" v for soae aorphisa a t I^—> B, 
then tnere existe a unique aorphisa \t I > I such 
s ia i iar lyf we can define a co>iaage category (A—> B) 
iinown as co>iaage category of Ji. 
Reaark 2»7»3 : La co<-iaage category (A > B) every terminal 
object represents tne co-iaage of (X. 
Definition 2,7.5 (Inverse images) » I f f i A > a and A i s 




The ooject i? i s denoted by f (a ' ) 
Reaark 2.7.A s By proposition 2,6«i we have f {B^ ) i s a 
^ 
subobject of A. 
Proijosition 2»7»i i i*at £ t A-—> ri in a category r^fith Imaees 
and inverse ioia^ast and l e t {A.} be a JTaoily of sub objects of 
A for which U ^i B^ defined, than Jf(A^) i s defined and 
equals f (J A^). 
Proposition 2.7»2 i Let f : A —> fl in a category with inverse 
ifliages, and l e t {B^| be a family of subobjects of d for whicn 
the intersection f^ d^ i s defined, men f] f (3^ )^ i s defined 
and i s equal to f"H fl ^i^ I' 
Maclane liS], i IC \» Burgess [^ j , Bucur L 3 J » Jteily ^,^oi , 
freyd i"] ] , iUtcheil [^S]. 
C H A g T g R I I I 
gTRJCTURAi^  CAiSGOHliS 
This chapter de/oted t o systerdatic de/eiopotaat in 
Che f ie ld of e t r j cco ra i categories i . e . t}alanc0d, nor.aai. 
exact* aadici/ t t ani abei ian ca tegor ies . 
Ar in a general cace^ory, a aiorphisia wiiicn i£ uiono-
t&orpnisiB ani episaorpAisai both, need not be an isoaorphisoi. 
In order co cnarac te r ize tkiie property, the balanced 
caCegory i? introdaced. l a sect ion 5*1, tne nora»dl ani 
coonor'Oal categories are defined a m so^ae fonia cental pro-
p e r t i e s are es tabl ished. La sect ion 5*i exact Cdtegory has 
been defined in the terminology of BjK^nsbaiai ^X] and 
re.sults 
i<iitchell i^Sl and soote welx icnown.are g i / en . The secci^n 
^•4 deals with addi t ive categor ies (additi^^e arKi s e a l -
addi t ive) with some exaoplas an'^  important res a l t s . Tae 
l a s t sect ion i,j gi\/es tne s t r j c t o r e of abelian caceeoi i^s . 
The c r e d i t goes t o >4aclane, wno sj^i^est^l tna concept of 
aoel ian s ( , r j c t i res iu catej,ories {.Si"] and p i r t l a l l y Grothen-
d/'eCK, who presented tne s t r a c t u r e in axiomatic form i 1x1' 
Ueflnit ioo j . 1 . 1 J A category i s cal led balanced caceiJ,ory 
in evafy aorphisoi i n (2> which is both a uonomorphis a and an 
4 i 
epiiaorpoieia i s a l so an isoaaorpilisai. 
2«X»i Iha caca^ory ^ of a i l s e t s and ionctions i r 
balanced category« slace every function wnicn i s 
botn in j ec t ion and sorfect ion i s a l so a b i j ec t iun 
2 .1 .2 rne category ^ o °^ ^ ^ ^ witu base poixit i s 
balanced category. 
2 .1 .3 rne ca&egory yt- of a l l groups an l^ i^roop ho^aooiorphisiBs 
i s a balanced Category» since aveiy ho<iioiaorpni?ia «nich 
i s uionoaorphisji and ipiJiorpniSia both i s al^o an i s o -
taorphism. 
2 .1 .4 a/ery d i s c r e t e ca^e^ory i s t r i v i a l l y balanced b»caaae 
evf-iry utorpnisia h^ 4r-<« if an i d e n t i t y iaorpnisa. 
2 .1.p rne category Z/ of a i l topological spaces and c o n t i -
nuojs functions i s not a balanced category. 
2 .1.6 rne category J^ ( tne category ol topological spaces 
witn based po in t ; i s not a balanced category. 
Proposit ion i, ,1 -. *.et f : A > d in a balanced cat^Jcior/, 
and suppose tna t f has an iaage. I f f can be factored as^  
A > 1 > xl with f' an epi.aorpiiiisia and ' a ' a aonojior-
phisa» then u i s the image of f. 
^ 
Proof : dy tne i e f i n i t i o n of S m(f) we itaow ttiac f ' factors 
throogb Jui(f>« Bat tnan sloce f ^ i s an epi>&orphisai, the 
inc ias ion of J^aCf) in I i s an epiiaorpalsa, Finca the c a t e -
gory iE baianced, ta^rQtore t h i s inciosiOQ must be an 
isoaorphisffl || 
Proposition 5,1,Z i I f (^ i s a haianced category with 
/ 
apimorphic images. I f f t A ^ B, g s B > C ani A i s 
a subob jac t o f A than g(£vA' )> « g-J(Al ) j l 
Dafinition 3«2»i t A catajjory c5 with zaro objact Lt caiie^-i 
a iionaai catagory i f avary aionoiorpi^iisai -s tna nenxel of 
some iiiorpiiisms. 
Jaaiiy» 
C Uafinition >,2»i ; a category ^ witn ^aro oojact if caixeJ 
co-nor:aai i f avery apiiaorpolsot i s a co-Karnai of soaa 
laorphista. 
sXA.4Pi,rSr. 
3 .2 , i rne category of a i i compact Haisdorff spacar witn 
basad points i s a noraai catagory sirice ev^ry raono-
raorpiiiESj in t ide c a t ^ o r y can ba considerad as tha 
(Carnai of soaa laorphisoi. 
3.2.2 fne cata&ory of a i i groups i s a co-noxM»ai catagory 
iJO 
as from the foodaoiAntal taeoraoi of gro^p hoauaor-
pnisffl I t i s c lear tnat every epiasorpnistfi i s tae 
co-Kernel of i t s tcemsl, 
Proposition 3>2.1 x Let Ji : A > a oe a aonoaorpiiism with 
coHCiX) • o in a nor>aal cate«j;ory. Then JI i s an isouorpoLSiQ. 
iience a nonoal category i s balanced || 
Dually, 
Proposition 3.2,1 t Let x t A- > B be an apiaorpniEa wita 
Rer (sx) • o in a co-norJtal category, fnen Jt i s an isomor-
phisa. £ience, a co-noroai category i s balanced il 
Proposition 5m2»Z i In a norstal category witn «3qaiii£ers, a 
isorphisji i s an epimorphisia i f and only i f i t s co-icemel i s 0 if 
Jually* 
Proposition 3.H.2 t In a co-nonoal category ti/itn equalizerr, 
a iftorphista i s a aoaomorphism i f and only i f i t s iiernei i s 0 |[ 
Propogition 2 . x 3 i Let be any ca t^ory with zaro : 
ji t A > fl oe any iaorphisa» ani Syippose that p : 3 > C 
i s i t s co-xemel . Finally suppofe tnat v t L > fl i f the 
Kernel of p. Then taare i s a unique aorphism q : A ^ I 
sjcn that vq a x. I f has co-Kernels and i s aoroal* 
tnen V i s the iaia^e of i. If« furtner, "i^ has eqaali^^rs. 
tiien q i s coi>aage o£ x \l 
n 
5.3 aXACT Ck'SiOORlSS 
Uefi.iition 5»5*l t In a catagory G with zaro object , a 
j>air of inorphisms A-^ ^—> 3-=—> C has property [i]» IT 
the following coctdltlons hold t 
( i ; 3<x * 0 
(2) I f Jt'^  » A > 3 and ,i^ • 0 cn«n, t ae re ex i s t s a 
uaiqua morpnisui r : ^ ^ A SJCA tha t xy « »' 
(i> I f p : li > C and ^ i * o tosn, tners exis t? a 
vinique aorphism d : c > C s . t 60 =. J . 
Oefinit ion 3.3.2 : A catagoxy 1>^  i s an axact category i f 
tha followlog axioms hold 
^>4 'G' *^* a xero object 
For any :dorpiriisa> * : A ^ B, there <»xist objects 
K,I»I ,F and oiorphisms sjch tha t 
K-^—> A ^ ^ I - ^ - > I'-i^-^ B - ^ F 
each tha t 
(a) £^  i s an isauorpiiiBJi 
(bj K-^^ A-^^ I has property v i) 
(c> I - ^ a-5-> F has property (a) 
:>2 
^XAMPuJ^  
5.3*1 Xne catagory ^ of groiAps and hoaoaorprdsai i s an 
exacc Category. 
3 . 3 . 2 Toa catagory ^TS of aXi R-tBOdoies and aiodoia hoao-
aaorphisms i s an exact category. 
i^ amaa 3 . 3 . 1 : u9Z A^ "* > d—=-» C have propajrty {&) and l e t 
^1 i)-—> A vi » C-—> F) oe such tnat 
01 <T • o (19 • o ) . Then (T - o ("« » o> j( 
rneorea 3 . 3 . 1 t I f K^^—?^ A - - ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ 1 ~ ^ 8 - ^ ^ F^^ 
also sat is fy ( a ) — > (c; of SXj^  in def init ion 3 .3 .2 , taen 
there ex i s t oniqae uiorphisas "?, , \ » V- # VJJ Sxjch that 
ie coaiiiiatative and tae oiorptiisas ^ » \ * H^ , ^ are isoaor-
pnisiius i( 
Reaaric 3t.^»l t I t i s c lear from tneorem 5,5,X tnat tna pair 
iis.,<r)t C l . t ) , (1 ,kjf and ^F.K) are the Aemel, co-iiuage. 
Image ana co~i(emel respectively. 
Definition 3.3.3 t A sequence of oiorpnisias in a e>act 
:?3 
cacegor/ (or in tba category Miittx iaagas and (temele) 
^ ^ ^ V i - > - - V l _ _ > A„ J cB^ i < n 
i e caiiecl sxact i f and only i f icer (a ) • I C^-.i) m < q < n 
fheor«tt 3. i»2 : A nacessar/ and soff ic iant condition that 
A > fl > C 
has property vS) i s that 
0^  > A- > B > C-
oa exact j 
definition 3 , i . 4 t wet "^ oa an exact category tnsn 
( i j A ^orphisai J. I A > d i s aonomorphisa i f and only 
i f 0 > A > B i5 exact, 
( i i j A -iorphisa i t B-—-^ G in category an epi ior-
phiaa i f and only i f 8 > C > 0 ie exact. Hence 
we obtain the following reiaarks. 
Reaaric j»^t^ > '^ morphisa jc in an exact category ie atono^ iior-
phisot i f and only i f ker (x) « o, 
Juaily, 
* 
iiajtark 3<f,^ >^  i A isorphisa ^ in an exact category i s epinor-
J^ 
phisiA i f aod oni/ i f coker ^3) • o. 
i,qama 3.3.2 i For sequence A-^ ^^ —> B-^ ^—> C in a exact 
cace&ory» the following, conditions are requivaient. 
U) X„ C«) - iter U ) 
Cb> Cow (3) « Coicer (a) 
(.c) A-^ ^^ —> a-^ ^—^ C ^ = 0 and i t — ^ B—5^ ? =r U 
where u t K^ —> a i s a Icemei of 3 and / i A—t f is 
a cokemel of a i| 
jueama 5.3.3 t A seqoence 0 > A-^ ^—> B—-—> C > 0 
in an exact category* i s exact i f and only i f tae following 
conditions hold t 
^ij vX i s monoaoryhisui aiid i ir cokemel of a 
(11; 3 i s epiaorphism and jt i s icernel of 3. 
Leauaa 3 . 3 . ^ * Let x t A > B be a aonoaorphisa in an sxact 
category ^ • Then there i s a aorphisifl 3 and an ooject C 
such that 
a 3 
0 > A > B- > C ? 0 i s exact 11 
Jually* we ootain the following leuiaia. 
= * • 
Lemma 3.3.^ i Let T J A2 > A, be an epiaorphism in a 
i:> 
exact catagory. Inen tnera i s a morphlsoi 6 and an object 
Aj^  such that 
t 1 
0 > Aj, > Ap > k^ —> 0 i s exact. 
Rcwttaric 3»j . j x (a> witn tne naip of iemiua 3*3*3 ani idiOiaa 
3*3*^ wa obtain that every laonomorphiSia in an exact category 
be a kernel of soae aorphisia in the category* 
(b) «it;h the help of lemiaa 5.3.3 ani iaiaoa 
3* 3*^ we obtain that ever/ epi>aorpnisa in anexact category 
be a co-kernel of soae aorphisiB i a tne category. 
.'litehell [ j defines an exact category as follows : 
i)eiini&ion 5,i,h i A categoiy (S> i s an exact category i f tne 
following Condicions i:told : 
AE^ t Category has zero object 
.4^2 > ivery aorpnista in category L^ nas kamel and coiiamei. 
.'id,. a^> Bvery aionorphisia in category ^ be a kernel of 
some morphlsa. 
vb) Svery epiiaorphisa in category ( 3 be a cokemel 
of soae GQorphisui. 
wa^ ' iivery aorphisa t ; A > 6 in category C^ can be 
decoiaposed as 
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A- > B • A > L > a 
where q i s an epiaorpnisa and ^ i s a laonoaorpiiisiB. 
rneorea 5.3.3 : Toe defixiitions i*!i»2. and 3 .3 .^ are eqoi/aianc. 
Proof : Definition 3.3.2-:=> definicion i.5*^. 
4<et category G> be an exact category witn respect to 
tne def init ion 3 .3 .2 . 
Itien remark 3 . 3 . i ^ = > every sorphisa has kernel and 
c o k 9 m e l = > ^ s a t i s f i e s axion tAE^^ 
Reiaarlft 3 . 3 . 3 = ^ ijyery aonootorpMsa (epiiaorpnisa; i s tne 
kernel (co-kernel) of sooie morpnisia 
(^ s a t i s f i e s axioa Mi£. 
Axiott SXp and reaiarit 3 ,3 , i : i=:^ every norphista J, i k > 3 
can be decoaposed as 
it q t^ , q[ 
A' > fl - A > I I^ > B 
wnare q Cco^iaage i ) i s epioiorpnisia, C^is isomorphisia and o 
'^I^Co)) i s aonomorpnisa. Xf we pat q'd- « v wnich i s also a 
ffionomorphisftt then 
q r 
A > fl - A > I > B 
=> category ^ s a t i s f i e s axioa MS. 
!>/ 
Hexica category C^  i s a lso ma exact catagory according to 
the dafioit ion 3 . i . ^ . 
Converseiy, def init ion 3.3.2 = ^ def init ion 5.5.4 
ot)Viou6X/, loiiowad from tne tnaoram 3.3.2 and iecuoa 3.3.3 j| 
fnaorea 3 .J .4 : liia foiiorfin^ statauiants are trua in a exact 
category 
i . A-^ *—> &-^—> C i s exact in ^ Iff A =^—> 3-^—> C i s J. « JL_>     C i  *"— ^ "'^  ^ 
exact in ^ 
2. 0 > A^ ^^ —> a i s exact i f and only i f i i s a ^ono-
aorphisa. 
3. A > B > 0 ie exact i f and oniy i f i i s apiaoipnisa. 
4. u > A ^^ —^> B > 0 if exact i f and oni / i t x i s 
isoiaorpnisu) j| 
rneorea ^•^•p (.The 9 L«a»aa; Given a coauaatative diagram. 
0 0 0 
1 ' A A" 
1 i, 
1, 
0 >^ B > a >^ B > 0 
0 — > c > c > c'' > 0 
0 
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in a exact category wner« a i l tina rows suicl colaans are 
exact, tJnea tnere are jaorpaisias A——> A and A > k 
keeping tne diagram coiamutative* Partner the seqaeoce 
0- * A' > A > A' > 0 i s exact. 
3*^ AXXri/a CATgQORX^  
Definition j»4»i t An additive oategor/ i s a category in 
wnich eacn sdt lioia (A>d> oX iaorpnism nas tna ecructare of an 
abeiian growip» subject to the foiiowing three axioos : 
MA, Cootposition i s dietr ibat ive , that i s 
Ux * &2^ f » &it * g2f 
b(gi«' g2^ • *>&! • bgg 
For ar»y g , , gp * ^' ^ »^ ^ * ^ * ^ "^'^  ^ * ' ^ ^ 
MA2 There i s a zero object, 
tiA. (Biproducts; To eacn pair of objects A ,^ A^ * there 
exis ts an object B with fear aorpnisas 
< 4 i > 
* \ ^ 
which sat is fy the ident i t i e s 
^i^i - ^A '^ *»2^2* A^^  ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^2^2 • B^ 
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Reaartc 3.4,1 : Since sach set Hooi CA»B) of morphissne i s an 
additive gro<4p» there i s a t i eas t one aorpnisa (Xne zero saor-
phisa of toe groi^P) froa A to B. 
i . e . dom ( A , B ; 4 0 for a l l A,3. 
Retaartt 5.4,2 t A zez>o object of a category Cp may be des-
cribed as any object 0 of category ~^ siich that rioa (o,o) 
i s the zero gro^p or any object Q sjcn that X^  i s z«3>ro. 
Reiaark, 3 .4 .3 « In additive categoxy Pi^o " ® ^^^ '^a''*!" ^ '^ 
Proposition 3.4,1 t A norphism a in an additive cacegor/ ii? 
ttonoiiiorphisia i f and only i f Jtf • o always implieE f « o. 
Siioilarly, 3 i s epimorphisa i f and only i f g3 * o always 
iiaplies g • o. 
t'roof t Suppose -x t A > d be a monoaorphisia then for any 
equality K >^ A » a « K ^ > A > B we have f^^ » f^ 
Let a f • o for son f I K > A tnen 
f a o o a 
iC > A > fl - K > a - K > A > a 
'—> f • o since at i s monoaiorphism. 
Suppose <zf • o always implies f > o 
Let 
f. ^ t^ X 
K - ^ A > B m K—S> A > B i . e . af^ - af2=^ afj^ - xt^ * ^ 
oO 
•> ji (f, - f^) • o by l iptrtbutive law 
*> f, - f2 • o »> f J " f2 •> 4 i6 oonoaorphisai' 
rience JI i s aonoaiorphisii i f and only i f xf • o always iapi ias 
f - o. 
S io i lar ly we can pro>re toat 3 i s apiiaorpiiisa i f and only i f 
g^ « o auLvays •> j^  » o || 
Proposition 3.4 .2 : irte object 3 in Ak^ together with aorphisia 
B—^^ '-^  A,, d—^-> A2 i s tne products of tne objacts A^^ ani A2. 
Proof I i*et t^ : C-—> A^  and fg : C -i^  A^  *>• «ny pair of 
fflorphisas witn eoiaaon doiaain C. 
Constrjct oorphisai g : C-——> B such that 
g * ^1^1 * ^ ^ 2 ' then we obtain 
• Pi^^i^i^ • Pi^^2^2^ ^^^ distr ibutive iaw> 
• (pj^ wi^ ) ^i * CPI^2)^2 ^'^^ associat ive law) 
* I fj^  > 0. £2 *^*/ rauant 5 ,4 .2; 
- f _l^  • 0 
- ' 1 
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SiaaiXarly p^g • ^2 *^®* ^ ^ <iiagraa 
Coomutes 
£h9 oiorpiilsii g i C- > B la onlqae by censerjction. 
Hanca objaet B togatnary^norpiilaiaa, p, t B——^ A^  and 
p- » B- p Ay i s a proiuet of A^  aiid A- . 
Similarly wa can prova tna following proposition t 
Proooaitioa 3»^«3 t Iha objact a in axio-i AM, togatner with 
aorpnisji, a ,» A^ -—> B and U2 t A2 > B i s a sam of cne 
objacta Aj^  and A^  il 
Ranaric 3«4,3 1 Tha objact B ia caliad tna biproduct of X^ 
and A2» togatfaar with projactioria P^  s B' > Aj and injac-
tiona uj t A^ > B» J « X,2, • • • • i t ia uniqua upto iaoaor-
phiaa of B. 
Oafinition 3»4.2 1 A catagory ^ ia caliad additiva i f cha 
following condi&iona are sat iaf iad { 
BAj^  for any pair of objects vA,B> in catagory ^ , th^re 
exiat tna product A x B and the sum A4>B. 
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BA^ . For an/ p a i r of objects (A,B> in category ^ , 
Horn CA»B) haE abellan group Btructure Bjcti t na t tiie 
coiQposition morphlsa 
doa ( A , B ) X Horn (3,C) > A ( A , C ) 
i s b i i i n e a r . 
BA, ' In tne catagory 1CP t tnare ex is t s an object k r , t 
I . • o i .e* category irtae a zero ooject . 
eroifOBition 5,^,5 i Let A^ ,^ A,* B be tnree objectf of an 
addi t ive category i ^ arKi u^^ : A^ > B, u^ : A^ ^ B 
aiorphisas i n TS • The necessary an^ s o i f i c i a n t condit ion 
t n a t B togetner tiitti tne laorpnisai o^ ,^ ^2 '^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ "^  "^^  ^ '^^  
faittiiy of objects (A, , A y^ i s tnat c iere ex is t s two morphisaip 
p^ I B > A^, p^ : B > A2 each tna t the foiiowing condi-
t ions are s a t i s f i e d . 
(i> p^u^ . I^^, p^u^ - o 
( i i> P2^2 * ^A • ^i'*^ * ° ^^'^ 
( i i i ) u^pj^ * UgPg • Ig il 
Heaarit 3.4«4 j Additive category given in de f in i t i on 3.^.2 
has a bipjroduct for each p a i r of objects .A,d) In cacegory. 
Proposit ion 3 .4 ,4 x Dei ini t ions 3 .4 . i and 3.4.2 are eqoivaienti/ 
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Proof I Definition 3 . ^ . i - = > definit ion 3 .4 .2 . 
uet category ^ be an a~iditi\^e category according to 
the definiticxi J . 4 . 1 . From the propoeitions :}*4.I and 5.4.2t 
tna category ^ bas prodticts and sums for eacn pair of 
objects ( A , B > . Hence category ^ s a t i s f i e s axiom BA^ .^ 
Other two axioms are couuaon in both tne definit ions'=;^ cate-
gory i s a lso ad i i t ive with respect to tne definit ion 3.4.2. 
Conversely, definition 3«4.2r==? definit ion i . 4 . i , 
as clearly follows from proposition 3*4.3 (| 
Proposition 3.4.:> : Let be an addit i /e category ani A^ B 
two objects of ^ • Then AfB and Ax3 are isomorpnic |i 
Proposition 3«4,6 « In an additive category icemeis ex i s t 
i f and only i f pullbaclcs (fibered products) ex i s t . 
Proposition 3«H»7 : A*et be an additive category ani 
Jt t A > B a aorpMsa in • AsSbBae tnat Chere exiec 
Ker {jt), coker (,Ji), lui (jc> and coim (>z). Then tnere exists 
a unique iBorphism "2 t coim {.x) > l a {x) soch that 
A > a • A^  > Cola (<x) > Xa U ; — - ^ B 
wnere v i s the epiaorphisa and ; i s the aonoaorpnisa 
Jefinit ion 5,k,5 t (Seiai-additive caC'Sgory) 
A seal-additive category i s a catagory togetiier 
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with an abal ian seoi-grojp s t r j c t o r e on aacn of i t 5 lacr-
phlsffi Bats, Horn (A»3) sabjeci; to the following con i i t ions : 
\,i) The composition function Hoia {3,C.) x Hoa CA,3>- ? 
Horn (A,C> are b i l i n e a r , i ,e# i f a, J E^ Hoa (4 ,dj and 
7 £ Horn ( a , c ; then T («*3) « >vx *• ^3 and i f -r feHo3i(A,a; 
and j(,.i^Hom C3,c; then 
( v i + j ; r « Jt7 • 37. 
( i i ; The zero elements of the seiOi-^roiAps behave as zero 
iBorphisios. 
Remark 3>4»4 t Seiai-additive cate^ior/ nae zero oDjecc. 
Reatartc 3»4,^ t In a seiai-additive category every f l t i i t e 
proiuct \.Svjm) i s a biproduct. 
3«4«1 rne category of a l l groups and groi4P homoiaorphisiaF 
i s an add i t ive category. 
3* 4* 2 The category of a l l r ings and ring hoaooiorphisffls 
i s an addi t ive category. 
3.4.3 The category of a l l groups and group hotaocBorphistae 
i s a seoii-additive category. 
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3.5 ABSaAN CArSSORy 
GrotJ^ ModiacK [ fx] ciaflnes an abeiian category by 
the following set of axioms. 
Definition 3»3.1 i An abellan category i s an adi i t ive 
category (^ » subject to tne followlnis axioms, 
^Ab ^^ry tflorpiiisffl a d ^ t s a kernel and a coicemel* 
^Ab ^^^ every aorpnista oi, 1 t cola (*)• > i a (*> i s 
an Isottorpblsm. 
Freyd ['JJ defines an abeiian category torojgh a 
quite different set of axioois as follow t 
Definition 3.5>2 : A category ^ i s abeiian. I f 
A^b ^ ' ^ * ® *®'*® ^J*^*' 
p Ab, For every pair of objects tnere i s a product, and 
e * a SUB) Ab^  
A^b i^ery aorphlsaa has a ifcemel, and 
F^ ^^  a coicemel' 
P ^ (£very aionosaorpnisis i s a ic^rnel of a morpnlsm, and 
Fj^ t^rery eplfflorphism i s a colcernel of a morphisa. 
Reatartc 3.5.1 i The axioms F^^ , F^ ^^  and F^ imply that 
0 2 Z 
every aorphism J( X A — > S in an abeiian category can be 
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factored as 
> B - A > I > B 
where ' q ' i s an epiaorpMsm ajoA ' 7' i s uonoaorpnis^a. 
Roiflark 3.3.2 t Axioms F^ ^^  and Fj^^* iopiy tiiat abeiian 
3 3 
category i s botb nonaal and ccmoroial. 
Reiaarii 3 .3 .3 « Beoiaxiis 3.5.1 and 3.3.2 i a p i / tnat evsry 
abeiian category i s an exact category. 
Proposition 3.3.X t 3v^iy abeiian category i s a baiancad 
category j| 
F.Oort [ ] defines an abelicyi category as foiioMfs s 
Definition 3 .3 .^ : An abeiian category i s an addit i /e cate-
gory witn toe following axioios t 
^Ab^ 1^ ^Abj^. 
A^b ^^ ^ iiv^ry biaorphism i s an isoiaorpidsa (ever/ aorphisia 
whicii i s Buoaookorphisa and epinorphista both i s aie^o 
isocaorphismj i . e . "€> i s balanced. 
( i i ) t^ery monoaorphisa i s universally aonookorphism, and 
( i i i ) &f9rf epimorphisffl i s universally epiaorphism. 
utKBifla 3 .3 .1 1 Let ^ be an ad i i t ive category whicn s a t i s f i e s 
o7 
OAK * ^^^(^ tlia following properties are eqoivalent. 
* 1 
(a; ^Ab ^^ ^ ®"^  ^Ab ^^^^ ^^^ ^" category "{^. 
(b> F^^  boids in c a t e g o r y ^ , 
vc; O^ jj ( ) boIds in c a t e g o r y ^ , aal for every 
apijiorpolsflft f : x > y and evary Jionoaorpnisai 
g : z > y. with z ^ 0, tnere ex is ts a X S' IS » 
and a couu&ulative diagram. 
f 
y ^ 4 
8 
i IT 
With 7 4 O it 
Proposition j«i»3 i Tn© se t of axioos giyen in definit ions 
^•p«i aiKi 3*^*5 are eqoivaient. | | 
Proposition 3«3»^ : In an abeiian category, 
uet 
p ^ > a 
^^ c 
be a puLibacR diagram and K-—> P ip a kernel of P > 3. 
Inen K—> P > A i s a kernel of A > C. la particolar. 
P > B i e a monooiorpnic i f f A^  > C if monomorphic. 
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i s a paJLlback diagram and A' > C i s epiaorpMc, then so i s 
P > A i( 
Oaaiiy* 
Pusnout Theoren 3>!?.S i In an abeiian category ; 
If 
C , > A 
a •?p 
i s a pusiiout diagrata and C > A i s monOi&orpnic, tnen so 
i s B-^P il 
Sxaajles of abaiian categories 
3«?.l fod category of a i l abeiian groups and groJp hOkao> 
morphis^as i s an abeiian category. 
5*7*2 The category of a l l aoduias over a ring H and aodui^ 
hoffioutorpbismSf i s an abeiian category. 
3 .5 .3 rne category of vector spaces and l inear transforaati->ns 
i s an abeiian category. 
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3.6 COWPHSrS OATiSDQRl^ 
Definitioo j . 6 » l {L9tz coapiets category) t A category ie 
l e f t complet* i f ayezy pair of maps has a dlff^^rance Kamei 
arKi eveiry indexed se t of objects a product. 
Duaily, 
Definitioo 3:.6.i tRight conpiete category) : k cateisor/ i s 
rignt coiapiete i f every pair of maps lias difference co-
keroei and every indexed se t of objects a sin* 
Definition 3»6,2 (Compiete category) » If a category i s both 
i e f t and rignt coapiete» tnen i t i s cai ied codipiete category 
tPreyd [^  ] p. 26 ] . 
3 .6 .1 The category of a l l sets and functions IE a l e f t 
complete as well as right cotopiete category i»@. a 
coApiete category. 
3 . 6 . 2 ' The category of abelian groups and hoiooaorphisa i s 
a lso a ooaplete category. 
**ropOBition 3 .6 .1 t A category ^ has equalizers and products 
i f and only i f i t i s i e f t complete category il 
ie*roi>osition 3.6.2 t A category ^ has co-equdiizars and 
sums i f and only i f i t i s a right complete category. 
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Ciiaracterixation of coatelete category 
iiore, we a s t a b l i s a some aqolvaient coa l i t i ons of tus 
coiopitttioa in di£f«rent ways* 
Proi)osition 3«6»j : For a category , tne loliowing s t a t e -
iseats are eqoivaient . 
i i ; ^Co has terodnai object and genczralized polloacics. 
( i i j ^ ^ has products ani equal izers |\ 
Doailyt 
Proposit ion 3.6.3 : For a category , tile followiog ttai-e-
ments are equivalent . 
( i ) M3 iiag i n i t i a l object and ganara i ize i pusaoats . 
( i i> C^ bas co->prodacts and co^equalizers \\ 
Propoaition 3 .6 .4 i For a category ^ tne following s t a t e -
ments are equivalent . 
( i ) ^ has i n i t i a l object and IJ;mineralized puiibacR, 
( i l ) ^ bas products and i a t t i r sec t ioas . 
DuaUy, 
Proposit ion 3.6 .4 t For Ccitegory XZo • the following are 
equivalent . 
Ci) G nas i n i t i a l objects and gans ra l i ze i pusnouts. 
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( i i ) " ^ has cooproduct and ccwintersecuions. 
On Boanaringt W9 nave tne foilowing r e s u l t s : 
erotfOBitLoa 2«6»3 ; For a categozy t the following statue-
aents are equivalent . 
Ci; I t nas tenoinal object and generalized pollOacKs. 
( i i ) " i^ has product and equa l i ze r s ' 
( i l l ) ^ ^ has products and i n t e r s e c t i o n s . 
Haclane L33']. Gray [ M j , Grotiiendiecic L I ^ ] . Freyd L "^  i . 
Mitcnell i^s]t Oort [33]* 
SOME STRJCTURSS N^ FJi'tCTORS 
this cuapter devoted to the study of structures in 
functors* la Section 4*1 souie special functors l i k e mono 
Cep4), exact, atobedding and faithful functors e tc . have been 
introduced. In section 4.2 additive functors nave been 
i iscussed witn exao^ies and iraportant r^^^sults. Section 4.3 
i n i t i a t e s the study of the important and abstract type func-
tor known as adjoint functor. This notion was f i r s t l y 
introduced by D.M. Kan [/;] in 1958. Since then i t has a 
great impact on the advanced study of category tt^eory* 
Maclane L2ir], Freyd [ |o] and Mitchell Us] e tc . developed 
the theory of adjoint functors. Section 4,4 leads to tne 
notions of OPB and OPO with soae important theorems. tore-
overfCOfflplate category i s also introduced in tne end of tnis 
section. Lastly ref lect ion and corefiection leading to the 
notion of ref lect ive SLU>cat«fgory are introduced. 
4.1 SU'ia SPJCIAL FUMCroRS 
Definition 4,1.1 (Mono (epi) functor) : A covariant functor 
F t ft > f i s cal led mono (epi) functor i f F(ji; i s aoao 
Cepi) in /^''whenever ot i s mono vepi) in -/^ . 
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Uafinit lon 4.X.2 (korn«L prcsenring functor) : A functor 
P t 1 J —^ ^ i s ca l l ed Kamel preserving functor i f F(a) 
i e kernel of F\di) in ^ whenever u t k -—> A i s kernel of 
«x : A —> a i n ^ . 
/ 
^ef in iUon 4 .1 .3 (Sxact functor) : Let F t ^—> ^ be a 
covariant functor froa an exact category ^ to an exact 
categorytS* • 1^^ fisictor P i s an exact functor i f 
F(«) PC 3) 
P(A) > F(fl> > F(C> 
i s exact in ig for tne exact sequeiice A —* B —> C i m g . 
Definit ion 4 .1 .4 (Fai thful fvtfietor) : A covar iant functor 
F t ^ —> "^ i s ca l l ed f a i t h fu l l functor i f for every 
p a i r of object A and B in*^ , the function 
Horn (A,a) > Hoa (F(.A), F(a)) 
induced by F i s univariant (one to one). 
Oafinition 4 .1 .3 (Bebedding) t A fa i th fu l functor which 
takes d i s t i n c t objects i n to d i s t i n c t objects i s ca l led an 
eobedding. 
Definit ion 4.1.6 (Ful l functor) : A functor F : - ^ — > ^ ' 
i s s a i l to ba a fu l l functor i f the map Aosa (A»3) -—> 
HoiB <F(A), F(3)) induced by F i s onto. 
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Definition A,X«^ (R«pre8«nt«tiv« functor) : A functor 
F : -6 —> 7^ i s reprasentativ* i f for every object 
A ' 6 ^ > there ex i s t s an object A € " 3 such that F(A) ani 
A are ieooiorphic* 
Riaaiic 4»i,X i A f u l l , representative, faithful functor i s 
cal led an equivalence. 
Definition 4,1,7 (Left-exact functor) : A l e f t exact functor 
between abelian categories i s a functor wnicn carri<is l e f t -
exact sequences into l e f t -exact sequences (i^quivalently, i t 
i s a functor which preserves icamels). 
Dually, 
Definition 4,1,7^ (Right exact functor) : A right exact functor 
i s a functor between abelian categories which carries right 
exact sequences into right exact sequences. 
Proposition 4.1.1 t A functor i s exact i f , ani onl> ir i t i s 
both right exact ar^ i l e f t exact. 
4 .1.1 U , -> : v^ —>~^ i s l e f t exact. 
(4 .1 .2 Lee N I ^ — > iSne be tne functor which assigns to 
each gz*oap G to i t s underlying 8<3t and to eacn group 
haiia;^rpni8ai of the same mapping regarded Ju^ t^ as a 
functor on tne unieriyi.ig s e t s . This furwtor M i s 
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rapresentabia, iodaad, i t i s rapreesntad by the 
additiva gro^p Z of intagars* for« we have the 
XaiOiiiar bisection 
Horn U,G) * 14(0) 
which assigns to each iaorphisa f t Z > Q tae i^ia^a 
f ( l ) of the generator 1 of Z. 
4«1,3 For any two objects k-,t l^o ^ ^ ^ category , define 
the functor F » Tf —> Sas as 
FCC) - Horn (Aj^,C)x Horn (A2.C) 
I f the category >$ has euas, then i s representabie 
by the SUKI A^ «• A^ * 
4 ,1 ,4 Consider a pair of aorphisms t. : fl > A. for 
i « 1.2» in category ^ • The fonetor» 
PCC; - {(gj^.gg^Ui « A^ —> C and g f^j^  » g2,^2i 
i s represantable by the pushout object, i f i t ex i s t s . 
4,2 AODITIYS FUNCTORS 
Dafiniti<» 4,2»I 1 Let -rS and -(S be additive categories 
than functor F t -Q —> "^ i s said to be additive i f for 
any pair of okorphisms JI* 3 e Horn (A,a) we have 
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F\a • 3) - n a ) • F(3) 
Ska»»l9 4 .2,1 t L,9t 1^ be an additive category, 
A t ~<S and (A, - ) » ^ > H^, the functor from A to 
the category of abelian groyps j^^^, defined by (A. -)(B) « 
aofia (A,B) tna gro^p of ffla^s fro« A to 3 . IMe functor i s 
an additive and l e f t exact. 
/ 
ProposiUon 4.2,1 t I f -^ and -6^ are additive categories 
while has a i l binary biproduots, then the functor 
i s additive i f f F carries each biproduct 
diagraa in -^ to a biproduct diagram i n - ^ f i 
Definition U»2,2 t Consider an additive functor F : ^ ^"^ 
between abelian categories* we define* 
( i ) F i s coKemel preserving (or, l e f t 9xact) i f 
Coker (P(f)) » F(colcer(f)) for every f i 
( i i ) F i s kernel preserving (or* right exact) i f 
ker {Fit)) » F(Kar f) for every f. 
( i i i ; F i s exact i f i t i s both cokemel and kernel 
presezving. 
Proposition 4.2,2 t An exact functor sai;lsfies tne foixOMfing. 
( i ) r- (iia f> - i a (F( f ) ; and 
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U i ; F(coim t) m coim (F ( f ) ) . 
ii>roP08itioo i».2»3 J A l e f t axact functor i s additive. 
iproposltion 4 ,2 .^ j A right exact functor i s additive. 
Raaaric 4.2.1 i All functors between abelian catj^gcrias wil l 
be additive. 
4.3 ADJOINf yUNCrOHS 
Definition 4.3.1 : Let -^ and "p^ be two catagorias 
(additive) and F t "7j* —> P and G t ^ —> T^ be cova-
riant f one tors. Toa functor F i s caiiad a l a f t a'l jo int of 
0 (and G i s cal led right adjoint of F) i f Hoia (F(A;, r.) and 
Hou» (A, 0(C)) are equivalent for a l l A ^ T S and ce ^ , 
That i s for each Aei5 , C ^ Jb , thare i s a bljectton 
"^^^ J Horn (F(A). C) "3 Hoa (A, Cl(C)) 
Moreover* FyG are adjoint i f there ex is ts a natural equiva-
lence between the two cofflpo?ite funKscors. 
>^ Sns 
t^ X r) > TT X ^ > ais 
If F and G are contravariant functors then r ani G 
are adjoint on the l e f t i f j l o ^ ( F ( A ) , C) i s nacoraily 
l[ ..IDS- 1173 :d 
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equivalent to Hoia (A, GCC))« 
More forioaily* F and G are adjoint on the l e f t i f 
tnere ex i s t s a natural equivalence between tne two functor's. 
^x B >^ a^B > sns 
^nQ >U-^T^ >lS)^'6> > ins 
and, F and Q are adjoint on tne right i i there ex i s t s a 
natural equivalence between tne two functors. 
Horn 
> tins 
li^(* _ Hott 
• ^ x ^ > U)cl^ >^ sns 
Here the natural equivalence h i s cal led adjunction. 
axaagles of adjoint functors 
A,3.1 Let R be the category of rings (always with identity) 
I f we forget the addition, we obtain a functor 
. wnere i s the cacegory of taonoids. 
The l e f t adjoint G \M > R assigns each M to 
i t s taonoid ring Z(i4), in particular, i f M i s a group, 
the ring Z( i^) i s the usual group ring over the integers. 
^mi*2 i«et T t "Q —^ Jih be a functor which assigns each 
group G to i t s factor coaanutator 1(0) , and ? : ^, —^ ~^ 
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a forgetful functor* ln&a any hoaorphism from G to 
an abei-lan grou(p A factors aniquely tnrojgh tna 
evident morphlsm G —» 1(0). 
XMs ^ives a bijactltm 
HoiB ( T ( G ; , A) • Hott (a , P(A); 
wnicn asf^erts that T i s i e f t adjoint to tne forgetfoi 
functor F. 
4 ,3 . 3 In tne category ^ j^  of moduies over a coi^autative 
ring R i t i s fact that tne bi l inear function 
F : A)^ B —^ C on A^ B can be interpreted as a l inear 
function on A to the l inear function on B to C, in 
other words there i s a l inear equivalence 
Hoia vA^B. C; « Hoffl U » iion (B .C; ) 
For B fixed, this asserts that the functor -(g) B i s 
l e f t adjoint to the Hoia (B, . ) . 
4,3«4 If ^ be a complete category then the functor 
liooBL (A> - ) t j ^ -—> SOB i s tne l e f t adjoint of 
the functor F t Sns — > H which assigns to 
each set g a categorial sum F^  s) > £_ A» since there 
i s a natural equivalence 
iiom (F<&; , A ) ^ Hoai (s» .ioia (A,A )) 
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for all A 6 
4.2*3 Consider the category y » of topological spaces, 
the functor 
whicb assigns each space T, its cartesian product 
with tne onit interval I, T I, is left adjoint of 
the functor 
_a t 7 —> 7 
which assigns to each space I, the space of a i l i t s 
paths. 
4.3«6 The contravariant functor Hon ( - , A),' "O —> ~^ 
i s adjoint on tne right to i t s e l f . 
Now we wi l l s tate certain ioiportant existence 
(propositions) for adjoint functors, given in [/>] and [-^7]. 
ProPOSiUon 4.3,1 : A functor s » P\ >^ (p has a l e f t 
adjoint i f and only i f , for each object 3 , the functor 
Hooi ^A, SCA)> i s representabXe (as a functor of A>. 
Proposition J^^b^Z : A functor T » ({i >/^ has a right 
adjoint i f and only i f for each object A, the functor 
Hoa dCB), A) i s corepres en table as a functor of B. Also, 
1 has a right adjoint i f and only i f for each object A 
3X. 
toera i s a tanalnai object in tne category of a l l (h^, D 
co-pointed objects of (p i1 
Proposmoo k,5.5 i The fxictor T i (p —> ^ is l e f t 
adjoint to 8 : J^ —> (p i f and only If tnere are natoral 
transforoatlons a j I^ —-> s r and ^ t IS—> I . sjch that 
for a l l objects A of j ^ and a of (p-
iProgosltlon 4.3*4 t A functor S : J^ —> (p has a l e f t 
adjoint If and only I f ? Is l e f t root preserving and nas 
a re f lec t ive su9E>-categor/ as an Isiage |1 
Proposition 4,3>3 t A contravarlant functor 5 » ^ —^(p 
t^ ias an adjoint on the rlgnt I f and only i f i t carries ri<^rit 
roots into l e f t roots and i t s laa^e i s ref lect ive .j) 
iproposltion 4.3 .6 : A contz^varlant functor 5 : c^  —>-p 
has an adjoint on the l e f t i f and only i f i t carries l e f t 
roots into right roots and i t s iaaga i s co-ref iect lve« || 
Proposition 4.3.7 : A covarlant functor S : ^ - ^ (P iias 
right adjoint i f and only i f i t i s right root prviseivirie and 
i t s ioage i s co->reflctctive.f/ 
Proposition j».3.a : Let fl and fi ba two categories ana 
a 
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T X (p —> 7% b« a covariant functor. Assume tJaat tnere 
are given s 
( i ) A fonctlon which associates to each object A of 
category j2^  an object 5(A) of the category 03 
( i i ) a fflorphiso Pj^ t A —^ r ( 5 ( A ) ) in ^ , for 
each object A of the ca tegory^ • 
For each object 3 of tne category p , this gives 
r i se to a aorpnism 
^A,B * "°" ( S ( A ) , a ) > Hoa (A,r(B)) 
defined as follows t 
]] . ^ i s supposed to be a bijection for a i i A e^^ 
and Be (/3 
itodar these conditions* thare ex i s t s a covariant 
functor 5 « >^ -—> (J^  such that T i s i t s l e f t adjoint 
f unc tor. 
4.4 GPB AND CQHt»i^ STS FUNCrORF 
Definition 4.4.1 » A functor F t iS—> £> i s called a 
GPB-functor (GPO-functor) i f and only i f i t preserves tne 
generalized pullbacks (pjshouts) i . e . i f , 
i3 
GPflLBi, 3i,AJ^ - [P, «1 , fliJj in c a t a g o r / ^ 
them 
GrB[F(Bi), FC3l). F(A)]j - [F(t'). F(a i ) . F ( B I ) ] ^ 
in category ^ 
JoaXly, i f 
GPO [C, 71, Bi] - [Bt, e i , Qj^ in category ~6 
tb«n 
GPO [F(C), F(Ti). F(Bi)] • [F(a i ) , F(«i) , F(U)]j 
in category ^ 
Definition 4.4.2 x k contravariant functor F : ^ —>j3 i s 
cai ied GPB vQPO->functor) i f and only i f i t carries generalized 
Psi&)>>out8 (generalized poLl-baok) into generalized poilOacKs 
(generedized posiaouts). 
Reiaaric 4 .4 .1 i A ccmtravariant functor F : ^ — > ^ i s a 
GPB-functor (OPO-functor) i f and only i f F^ i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i s 
a GPB functor (GPO->functor). 
Reaaric 4 .4 .2 i Every representable functor i s a 0P3-f jrKtor. 
axaaole 4.4.1 i For any object C of tne category -(^ , the 
functors 
Hota (C. - ) : ^ — ^ iSns 
and 
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Horn C-, C) i*G? > Ens 
are GPB«>f one t o r s . 
4 ,4 ,2 If ^ i s a category in which tensor product i s 
defined, then for every object A £ ^ , the functor, 
- 0 A t^o > ^ i s GPO-functor. 
Definit ion 4 .4 .3 t A covariant functor F tX^ > ^ i s 
ca l led GPB r e f l e c t (GPO-reflect) i f and only i f pre-image 
under F of a GPB (GPO) i s a l so a GPB (GPO). 
Definit ion 4 .4 .4 j A contravar iant functor 
F : €> —> >^ i s 
cal led GPB con t r a - r e f l ec t (GPO-contra-reflect) i f , and only 
i f pre-image under F oJ a GPO (GPB) i s a GPB (GPO). 
Some Results i 
Lemma 4.4.1 : Let F, F'^  : i ^ — > -tr be two isomorphic 
functors. The functor F i s GPB-functor (GPO-functor) i f and 
only i f F ' i s GPB-functor (GPO-functor) J|. 
Lemma 4.4 .2 x The composition of two GPB-functors (GPO-
functors) i s a l so a GPB-functor (GPO-functor).^/ 
Lemma 4.3.3 ; A functor F : l 5 > ^ i s GPB-functor (GPO-
functor) i f , and only i f the dual functor F : O? > ^ is 
GPO-functor (GPB-functor) j \ 
Theorem 4.4 .1 : The functor F J T S > ^ i s a GPB-functor 
3p 
If, and only i f tna functor Hoa {£> , f-) : ^ > ^ns i s a 
GPa-f one tor. \/ DG^\\ 
Triaorea 4.4.2 « I f tne functor a d ^ t s i t s l e f t adjoint, tnen 
i t i8 a GPB-functor.// 
Dually, 
Ynaoraa 4.4.2 : I f a functor adaits i t s right adjoint taan 
i t i s a GPO-functor j|. 
rneoraa 4 .4 .3 i If a contravariant functor adaits an adjoint 
on tJae rignt tnan i t i s a Gc^)-functor | | 
Dually, 
Theoran 4.4.3 i I f a contravariant functor admits an adjoint 
on the l o f t , tnen i t i s a GPO-functor |j. 
rheorea 4 .4 .4 t £very eiabedding covariant functor i s a Gc^-
ref lect i / 
gheorea 4 .4 .4 : Svery eabedding covariant functor i s a GPO-
ref lec t |1 
Tfaeorea 4.4.3 t Bvery eabedding contravariant functor is a 
GF3-dontrarefleet {] 
Ineorea 4.4.5 i ^ e r y eiobedding contravariant f«.u>otor i s a 
GPO-^ontrareflect jj 
Ibeorea 4.4.6 t Svary covariant equivalence functor i s both 
36 
G£« aod Gr'B-rellect \\ 
Theorem 4.4,6 i Every c©variant equivalence functor i s botn 
OPO and GPO-reflect |i 
Tneoren 4.4.7 i Svery contravarlant equivalence fjnctor i s 
botn a G?B and OPB-contraraXlect {f 
Theoran 4.4.7iiSyerv contravarlant equivalence functor LB 
both GPO and GPO-contrarefact \[ 
Definition 4.4.!^ ( l e f t complete functor) » Let G and ^ 
be tne l e f t complete c a t ^ o r i e s . A functor F i 'Co —^ ^ 
i s called a l e f t complete i f , 
( I ) 1 ^ 6 ^ iB teriainal object -> F(r) e ^ i s a lso a 
terminal object. 
( I I ) F la GPd-functor 
Dually* 
Dgflnition 4.4.3 (right complete functor) : i*et Cn and ^ 
be tne complete categories. A f jnctor P t (^ ^ > ^ i s 
cedled a right complete i f , 
( i ) I f e ^ is em 'miii&l object -=^  FCI^^^ is also a.n initialoty-ect. 
( i i ) F i s GPO-funccor 
Definition 4.4.6t Let S and ^ be the complete categories. 
A functor F t i^—> ^ i s called complete i f aiKi only i f i t 
57 
i s botii l e f t coapleta and rlgnt cotapiets. 
4 .4 .3 Let ^ be a i e f t coi^piete category. For any object 
C €~C-> » *be functor 
Horn (C, -J » - ^ > Sa« 
i s a l e f t cookpiete fane tor. 
4 .4 .4 i,et Mg be the eatogory of aodules over R. Thea for 
any CGA^, the functor 
- ®C Mg > Mjj i s a rig^t coiipiete. 
4.3 RSFLBCriONS 
Qefinition 4.3«1 t Coxisider a category i3» ^ siAcategory 
^ ' , and on object A (^  ^ . A corefiection for A in ^' i s 
an object RCA; £ ^ ^ together with a aorphisa 
C^ i A > R(A) 
sucn that for every object A^^ -^'' and every morphism A > A 




Raotaric 4.3.1 t Denoting by I tno inclusion functor from 
T^'to ^ , tha aorpaisa ^ i A- > R(A) defines a 
cor«fl0ction for A i f tne function 
[R(Ai. k]^, > LA, i (A01 
induoad by £. i s 1-1 correspondence for a l l A <^  t^'] 
Resaark 4 . i . 2 : I f (^ / i s a fu i l Si.d>-cat^ory of ^ tnen 
every object of ^ whicn i s in ^/ i s i t s own cordflection 
via tne identity aorphisa. 
Reaaric 4.3>3 : From uniqueness of R(A) > A^  i t follows 
that any two coreflections for A are isomorphic in ^j! 
DefiniUoo 4«3.1^» RCA; > A i s the ref lect ion of A in ^ / 
i f R(A) ^ -^/ and i f for every norpnism A' > A with A <s ^/ 
tnere ex i s t s a unique aorpnisa A^  > R(Aj in ^ / suca that 
the diagraa 
R(A) > A 
i s coaautative. 
ijefinition 4.3>2 ; If every object in ^ has a co-raflect ion 
(ref lect ion) in i^ , then ^'^ i s called a coref lect ive 
(ref lect ive) subcategory of ^ . In this ca&e R becoaes a 
functor from ^-, to ^ \ cal led the coraflector (reflector) 
a9 
of CP in "if^  , by asslgaing to each oiorphisai 2 : A'-—> 3 
in -^ taa uoiqvM morpMsa RC«) 1 R(A) > R(B) in ^ 
8J0b tnat tJQO diagram. 
i s coiBuiutativa. 
ProPQgition 4.5.1 1 Jl'i. i s a coraflactive subcategory of ^ 
and for each A ^  ^ the corefieccion i s an epiaorphism i\ 
Proposition 4.5.2 t Reflection i s unique upto isomorphism j | 
t 4.3.1 Let M„ be the category of R-aoddLe ancl R ->hoaionorphisBs, 
where R i s a subringoof R. Let ^ / - g be the sobcatagory 
of R-homomorphisas. The ref lect ion of an object; A9'"^ i^  
i n R i s cal led i t s covariant extensiwi. 
4 . p . 2 Let be tne category of metric spaces and distance 
decreasing aorphisa (weakly decreasing), "if^  the 8ab> 
category of conplete spaces. Then the ref lect ion of 
a metric space A in 1^ i s i t s coapletion. 
4 .5 .3 Let (K be the category of ordered pairs and single 
90 
tons of abellan groMps. An objectoof 0 Is e i ther 
a gro^p G or an ordar pair of groups (G,ii). xna 
aorphisns wi l l ba l inear and bilineart a morphisjt bet-
wean two s ingle tons i s l inear , a aorpnisoi from a 
pair to a s ingle ton i s bilinear* tnere are no mor-
phisms into pairs. Let~^ be tna sijdo-categor/ of 
s ingle tons and l inear taorptU.sais. The ref lect ion o£ 
a pair in ^ i s i t s T;ensor product. 
Sxaaples of re f lec t ive subcategories 
4«9.^ A category J^w o^ abelian groi^ps i s a r e f i e c t i / e 
subcategory of tne category-^/ of a i l groups. 
U,Om^ A category of torsion free groi^ps i s a re f lec t ive 
subcategory of the category .M^ of abelian groups. 
4.3*6 The category of complete metric spaces i s a ref lect ive 
8tU>category of tj:^ cat^ory of a l l iaatric spaces and 
unifonaly continuous oaps. 
4.P.7 Category of compact spaces i s a ref lect ive subcategory 
of the catagory of normal Hausdroff Spaces. 
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